Regent Hotels Group Promotes Nicholas Emery to Managing
Director Regent Beijing
[Taipei, Taiwan, 7th November, 2017] – Regent Hotels Group, is delighted to announce the
promotion of Nicholas Emery from General Manager to Managing Director at Regent Beijing.
Nicholas Emery brings a wealth of experience having spent more than 30 years working in
luxury hospitality. Nicholas Emery joined Regent Beijing as General Manager in December of
2015, following a 30-year career with Hilton International, Fairmont, Raffles, Anantara and
Renaissance.
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This promotion acknowledges Mr. Emery’s accomplishments over the past two years and
reflects his expanded role in coordinating the extensive three-year renovation program of Regent
Beijing working in partnership with the owner, the Fu Wah Group.
The renovation programme at Regent Beijing began with the public and back of house
areas, event space, and the restaurant Daccapo. The final stage of the renovation will be the guest
rooms, creating a “hotel within a hotel” for the 120 Regent Club Rooms and Suites. This will
result in an enhanced product and service experience providing tailored services and intimacy
usually associated with smaller luxury hotels.
Commenting on Mr. Emery’s promotion, Steven Pan, Chairman of Regent Hotels Group said,
“Nicholas has transformed the commercial performance of Regent Beijing and we are now
poised to transform the guest experience. Nicholas is an extraordinary leader, fostering
commitment and loyalty from the entire team. We have seen outstanding performance in all
metrics.”
On his recent promotion, Nicholas Emery said, “I am excited to lead this new phase of
development at Regent Beijing. With a supportive and visionary owner such as Fu Wah Group,
we are enhancing our restaurants and bars as well as our guest room product. We aim to
continue to deliver memorable experiences for our guests and ensure Regent Beijing remains a
great place to work for our colleagues”.
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About Regent Hotels Group
Regent Hotels Group, Asia’s leading luxury hospitality brand, encompasses 17 hotels, resorts and residences in 6
countries across the Regent Hotels & Resorts, Silks Place and Just Sleep brands; the group also runs eight
standalone award-winning restaurants.
The Regent experience combines Eastern simplicity and Western elegance melded with gracious and intuitive
service, luxurious amenities and traditional hospitality.
Regent Hotels currently operates in select locations around the world including Beijing, Berlin, Chongqing,
Montenegro, Singapore and Taipei. Silks Hotels runs four hotels across Taiwan. Just Sleep Hotels has seven hotels
in Taiwan. Regent Hotels Group also has further properties opening in Kaohsiung, Harbin, Jakarta, Phu Quoc and in
other gateway cities and new resort destinations. www.regenthotels.com
About Regent Beijing

Located in the heart of China's dynamic metropolis, Regent Beijing is just a 3-minute walk from famous Wangfujing
shopping street. Designed in a classic yet contemporary style, the 500 luxurious guestrooms and suites are spacious
and feature modern technology and stylish amenities. Signature dining experiences include Italian restaurant
Daccapo; all-day restaurant Jinbao 99, Chicago’s Morton’s The Steakhouse, Michelin-starred Chinese restaurant Lei
Garden as well as the Lobby Lounge with daily live music. Elegantly designed meeting facilities include the lavish
pillar-less ballroom with state-of-the-art lighting, a prestigious venue for conferences, banquets and events. For more
information, please visit www.regenthotels.com/beijing
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